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Set up your classes
1

2

Use your username and password to log in

You’ll be prompted to set up a class.

to your teacher account at my.reasoningmind.org.

Add a class name, e.g. “Williams PK F18,”
and choose the grade level and language of instruction.

3

4

Next you’ll be prompted to add students.

Find the student login page for your classes by selecting
“Manage Class” → “Set up devices”.

5
Go to “Manage Class” → “Print login cards” to print login cards for your students.

Set up your students’ devices
To use Blueprint, your students will need:
○

To access Blueprint on a Student’s Device

A desktop/laptop computer or a tablet (at

○

least 1GB of RAM is required).
○

An internet connection.

○

Headphones, to avoid distracting other

Open up a web browser. On desktops/laptops,
we recommend using Google Chrome.

○

Navigate to the student login page given in
your teacher account.

students.

○

We recommend bookmarking the student
login page on the devices students will use.

To add a bookmark on a computer:

To add a bookmark on an iPad:

Click to highlight the student login URL, and drag it to

Navigate to the student login page in Safari.

the desktop.
Tap the Share button.
Tap Add to Home Screen.
On the next window, tap Add.
The Reasoning Mind icon is now on your
home screen.

To log in, students should enter the ﬁve pictures that are
shown on the login card for their student accounts.

Example login card for a student account.
Click the Back button if a picture was entered incorrectly.
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Using Blueprint as a Student
Blueprint activities are organized into lessons, which are about 15–25

When students log in for the ﬁrst time,

minutes long. Students go through the lessons in order. There are about

they complete the Introductory Lesson,

100 lessons in each grade level.

which shows them how to use the
program.

After logging in, the

Students need to return to the map to

student is taken to the

log out of the program.

map. A lesson is available
to the student in the

○ Click Pause.

location on the map that is

○ Click

not faded out. Click on the

to log out.

○ If you did not intend to log out,

location to start or

click

continue the lesson.

to return to the map.

After the student has completed 1 new lesson, several reward locations become available: Treasure Island, the Info
Center, and the Music Hall. The student can enter each location once -- then it’s back to work with the next lesson!

Many lessons in Blueprint include

At the Info Center, students can learn

Treasure Island shows all the tokens

educational songs. At the Music Hall,

more about Ruby, Oliver and the

a student has earned. A student can

students can watch these songs on

other Blueprint characters, as well as

demand.

also click missing tokens to try and

review the Introductory Lesson.

earn them.

Navigating within a lesson

Click

to start the exercise or go

on to the next exercise.
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to submit your answer.

From the pause screen:

Click

to hear the question again.

Click

Click

to pause the lesson.
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Tokens and Targeted Review
At the end of each lesson, students earn one completion token. They also earn
tokens for every activity where their accuracy was above 50%.
If the student did not earn all possible tokens, they will be asked if they want to
earn the missing tokens in the Targeted Review. Clicking Yes will bring the
student back to the exercises where they had trouble. Clicking No will bring the
student to the map. (Students can try to earn these missing tokens again in
Treasure Island.)

Placement Test
After completing the introductory Lesson, all students will take the a diagnostic pretest to place them in the curriculum.
Blueprint may recommend moving Students forward in the curriculum, and may recommend additional remediation
lessons. You can disable these recommendations in the Diagnostics Report in the Reports tab of your teacher account.

Your Blueprint Teacher Account
Now let’s look at the data available to you in your teacher account.

“Students” tab -- your class at a glance
A green monster shows

A red monster show a student

a student who is online

who is having trouble.

and doing well.

This circle shows this

A grey monster shows a

student’s progress in his

student who is not online.

current lesson.
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The Student Card
Any time you click on a student’s name, you will see their student card.
“This week” gives an at-a-glance snapshot of what
the student has done this week.

“Lessons” shows you the student’s performance
on recent lessons -- scroll to see earlier work.
Want to change what the student should work on?
Click “Change lesson sequence.”

“Diagnostics” shows the personalized curriculum
Blueprint recommends for this student, and their
results on the pretest and posttest.
In this example, a student performed at a K level
on Addition and Subtraction, but at Pre-K level on
Geometry, Measurement, and Logic.
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“Alerts” tab -- see who needs your attention

“Goals” tab -- an easy way to see which students are on target
We recommend students complete 3 lessons per week and try to collect all tokens.
(Your administrator may adjust these goals for your school.)
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“Reports” tab -- dive into the data
The Summary Report gives an overall summary of your class’ performance on the time interval you select.

The Diagnostics Report shows performance on the pretest and posttest, each student’s placement based on the
pretest, and recommended remediation lessons.

1. This student has not taken the pretest yet.
2. Based on her pretest results, this student was placed in K lesson 86.
3. Based on his pretest results, this student was assigned 12 remediation lessons.
4. This bar shows the student’s recommended personalized curriculum.
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“Curriculum” tab -- explore the Blueprint Curriculum
See Blueprint’s lessons, quizzes, and songs as your students will encounter them, as well as the Blueprint glossary.

Help and Support

Reasoning Mind Community
Learn more about Blueprint at the Reasoning Mind Community
at community.reasoningmind.org. You can also access the
Reasoning Mind Community by clicking “Help & Support” in your
teacher account.

Chat Support
Reasoning Mind chat support will answer any question, big or
small! Click on Help & Support and then Start Chat to start a
session with a Customer Care Agent.

Contact your Customer Success Manager
Your Customer Success Manager has extensive experience
putting Blueprint into action in the classroom, and can oﬀer
strategic consultation as well as expert program knowledge.
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